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TECHNOLOGY
The presence of technology in education is opening
new opportunities for students and teachers both
on the transmission of knowledge as in the learning
outcomes. Interactive boards, interactive tables,
projectors, computers, tablets and smartphones,
take advantage of the technologies’ potential to
assist Education on its core goals – learning and
teaching.
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COLLABORATION SOFTWARE
With the right tools to work together the flow
of information becomes richer and dynamic.
Collaboration leverages synergies between people
and allows them to stimulate creativity, share
knowledge and ultimately increase their involvement
and growth.
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EDUCATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
When one takes into account all the school dimensions
and the involved stakeholders, management
becomes simpler and completely integrated.
This way, the processes become more effective.
Users are the able to interact with different services,
access information and content adequate to their
actual needs.
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FURNITURE
The quality of education and learning is implicitly
connected with the quality of the physical
environment. Guaranteeing ergonomic and mobile
characteristics to turn furniture in versatile
equipment has become a high need for today’s
reality. Hence assuring that the same space can be
transformed and used in different ways.
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WRITE & DISPLAY
Assisting the daily activities of teaching and learning,
our write and display products were designed
considering the needs of each individual involved
in the education process. Ideal to all areas where
communication needs to be present - cafeterias,
corridors, offices or classrooms.
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CONTENTS
Thanks to the appearance of new learning models,
there is a demand for innovative multimedia
educational resources. We aim to promote new
learning dynamics that ease teaching and learning,
assisting teachers and students in their daily tasks.
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SERVICES
Believing to be more than a provider we offer a
range of services that allow educators to focus
only on delivering quality education. Moreover, our
training services were designed to support teachers
to grasp the full potential of ICT in education while
discovering new tools and learning models – the
professional development that brings educators and
technology together.
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ABOUT US

Bi-Bright is a technology company centered
on developing and promoting disruptive
visual communication global solutions.
Being a part of a group, Bi-silque S.A., which has existed
for almost 40 years, Bi-Bright is driven by the belief that
communication is intrinsic to our human identity. Our goal
is to facilitate comprehension, offering global solutions that
promote dialogue, learning, efficiency and productivity.
Respecting and learning the importance of traditional tools,
Bi-Bright perceives a world where ubiquitous technology
is designed and adopted as a promoter of collaboration,
inspiration and knowledge sharing.
We are driven with the continuous pursuit for innovation,
relying on a deep understanding of our targeted ecosystems
- education and business - as well as their influencers. The
challenges we feel while working with Education and Business
sectors makes us realize how we aim to brighten abilities all
over the world. Being fully committed on delivering what our
users need and required: simple and original solutions that
facilitate how knowledge and ideas flow allows Bi-Bright to
work close with our clients, users and partners.
Designed by visual communicators that are either less confident
or assertive lecturers, introverts, talkers and speakers… for all
people out there just like us. Made by people for people.
You are brilliant, but you can be brighter!

www.bibright.com

TECHNOLOGY
Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) has become
omnipresent in our daily lives. Without
notice a synergy for improvement
was developed, where society and
technology are pushing each other
boundaries in numerous fields.
Being Education one of them, all
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stakeholders are adapting to the
new presence of technology in
classrooms, where instruction is
shifting for personalisation, innovation
and ultimately, better student
achievement.
Having in mind interaction and
collaboration, an array of hardware

devices has pushed its way to the
classroom where now students and
teachers can take full advantage of the
ICT potential. Previously inconceivable
learning models are emerging,
exciting educators and revealing
unlimited potential in every student.
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TECHNOLOGY
INTERACTIVE AND COLLABORATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
iRed+

3 in 1 solution: interactive board, projection
screen and standard whiteboard
Interactive whiteboard with infrared technology designed for multi-touch and
multi-user experience.
With high quality ceramic surface, iRed+ is extremely easy to use, providing
high resolution, immediate response, as well as full interaction with all existing
software on the market.
Thanks to the plug & play feature there’s no need for mandatory installation
software. Different colours are available upon request.
iRed+
Size

Aspect Ratio

Reference

78’’

4:3

BI1291720

88’’

16:10

BI1791720

96’’

16:9

BI1591720

Technology
Infrared
Precision ± 2mm
Response time
First Point 25ms
Continuous Point 8ms
Compatible with
Windows / Mac / Linux
Ubuntu

Multi-touch
4 touches (up to 10) with
Windows
Power Requirements
USB
Interface
USB

Surface
25 year warranty for
ceramic steel surface
Software Included
Hubing Notes

iRed 200

Ideal for education or corporate facilities
Touch-sensitive interactive whiteboard that allows the recognition of pen,
finger or pointer. Extremely easy to use, iRed 200 provides high resolution,
immediate response, as well as full interaction with all existing software on
the market. Moreover, the access to maintenance was developed in a way
that guarantees its access and simplicity.
The Plug & Play feature removes the need for mandatory installation software.
iRed 200
Size

Aspect Ratio

Reference

78’’

4:3

BI1232730

88’’

16:10

BI1732730

96’’

16:9

BI1532730

Technology
Infrared
Precision ± 2mm
Touch area 5mm
Response time
First Point 25ms
Continuous Point 8ms
Compatible with
Windows / Mac / Linux
Ubuntu
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Multi-touch
4 touches with Windows
Power Requirements
USB
Interface
USB
Surface
High quality lacquered
steel surface

Frame
Aluminium Frame with easy
access to maintenance
Software Included
Hubing Notes

Technology

Slimline

3 in 1 solution: interactive board, projection
screen and standard whiteboard
Touch-sensitive interactive whiteboard that allows the recognition of pen,
finger or pointer.
With high quality ceramic glazed surface, Slimline was developed for intensive
daily use. Additionally, the maintenance mechanism was design focusing on
accessibility and simplicity, guaranteeing an easy and smooth process.
Thanks to the plug & play feature there’s no need for mandatory installation software.
Slimline
Size

Aspect Ratio

Reference

78’’

4:3

BI1291710

96’’

16:9

BI1591710

Technology
Infrared
Precision ± 2mm
Touch area 5mm
Response time
First Point 25ms
Continuous Point 8ms

Compatible with
Windows / Mac / Linux
Ubuntu
Multi-touch
2 touches with Windows
Power Requirements
USB

Interface
USB
Surface
25 year warranty for
ceramic steel surface
Software Included
Hubing Notes

Interactive LCD
An interactive multi-touch LCD screen able to cover all the needs that classrooms
and offices have for a digital and collaborative environment. Surpassing all
questions that concern projection, this is the perfect cost-efficient tool. The
ultra slim and narrow design makes it a polish elegant option.
The touch interface recognizes your finger, pen and or pointer, guaranteeing
a smooth high-resolution experience. And thanks to the plug & play feature
there’s no need for mandatory installation software.
Interactive LCD
Screen Size

Resolution

Reference

55”

1920 x 1080

IFP0155

65”

1920 x 1080

IFP0165

70”

1920 x 1080

IFP0170

Technology
Infrared
Aspect Ratio
16:9
Accuracy
<2mm

Technology

Compatible with
Windows / Mac / Linux
Ubuntu
Inputs
2 x HDMI, 2 x VGA, 1 x
YPBPR, 1 x AV, 1 x Monitor

USB, 1 x PC USB, 1 x RS232,
2 x Audio-In, 1 x Touch USB
Multi-touch
4, 6 or 10 touch point
PC Module
Optional
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT PROJECTOR

Ultra Short Throw
Located near the wall, it insures clear projections with no shadows over
displayed contents.
There is no need for additional accessories. Either use it on the wall or on a
stand with Pi Plate support - in a wall or mobile version mount.
Other brands available

Short Throw
Ideal for applications where the distance to the projection is variable.
Short Throw projectors require no need for additional accessories. Either use it
on the wall with a wall mount set for projector or on a stand with an Universal
Arm support – in a wall or mobile version mount.
Other brands available
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STAND UP YOUR NEED

Evolution Plus Wall Mount
Up & Down Stand
Due to its iron structure, Evolution Plus Wall mount Up & Down Stand becomes
a long-lasting, easy to assemble option. Adjustable to different uses, the
height adjustment is available in two versions - mechanical or electrical. Both
versions are equally versatile and easy to use.
If you have an Ultra Short Throw Projector you will need a Pi-Plate support and
if you have a Short Throw Projector you will need a Universal Arm support.
Evolution Plus Wall Mount Up & Down Stand
Type

Projector
Support

Black

Grey

White

Pi-Plate

BI340420

BI340421

BI340422

Universal Arm

BI340220

BI340221

BI340222

Pi-Plate

BI340424

BI340425

BI340426

Universal Arm

BI340224

BI340225

BI340226

Mechanical
Available colours
Electrical

Evolution Plus Mobile
Up & Down Stand
Ideal for educational facilities where the interactive whiteboard’s mobility is a
requirement. Its iron structure guarantees an easy to assemble long-lasting product.
Adjustable to different means and targets, the height adjustment is available in
two versions - mechanical or electrical. Both versions are equally versatile and
easy to use.
If you have an Ultra Short Throw Projector you will need a Pi-Plate support and
if you have a Short Throw Projector you will need a Universal Arm support.
Evolution Plus Mobile Up & Down Stand
Type

Projector
Support

Black

Grey

White

Pi-Plate

BI350420

BI350421

BI350422

Universal Arm

BI350220

BI350221

BI350222

Pi-Plate

BI350424

BI350425

BI350426

Universal Arm

BI350224

BI350225

BI350226

Mechanical

Electrical

Available colours

Technology
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Mobile Height Fixed Stand
Ideal for educational and corporative areas where the interactive whiteboard’s
mobility is a requirement. Its iron structure guarantees an easy to assemble
long-lasting product.
Versatile, ergonomic and economical efficient, the Mobile Height Fixed Stand
empowers you with the usability and mobility you need.
If you have an Ultra Short Throw Projector you will need a Pi-Plate support and
if you have a Short Throw Projector you will need a Universal Arm support.
Mobile Height Fixed Stand
Type

Projector
Support

Black

Grey

White

Pi-Plate

BI350320

BI350321

BI350322

Universal Arm

BI350120

BI350121

BI350122

Mechanical

Available colours

Wall Mount Set For Projector
Ideal wall mount for boards fixed on the wall, and suitable for Short Throw Projectors.
Wall Mount Set For Projector
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Size (mm)

Reference

600

BI1001

1200

BI1101

Technology

LCD MOUNTS

LCD Electric Stand

2 in 1 solution: Screen Table and Free-standing Mount
Our LCD Electric Stand allows the support of a LCD. Equipped with an electric
lifting and tilting mechanism, it’s possible to adjust the screen according to
different needs.
Create your own interactive table, lowering and tilting the stand or increase the
potential of your presentations by lifting the stand to your height and putting
the screen vertically.
Take advantage of its mobility, arranging your LCD smoothly and easily
wherever it’s needed.
Available colours

LCD size screens
Ideal for - 42’’, 47’’, 55’’
Height adjustable
940mm (min) - 1600mm (max)
Angle adjustment
from 0 to 90º

Mechanism control (Height & Angle)
Remote control + Desk panel
Power Supply
110 to 220 V AC

Whiteboard LCD Cabinet
Ideal to keep your LCD screen secure both during lectures as after, due
to its steel robust structure and lockable options.
The whiteboard cover allows you to safely and easily add multimedia
contents when necessary and use the writing surface at the same time.

Whiteboard LCD Cabinet
Size (mm)

Nº Sliding
Doors

Lacquered
Steel Surface

Enamel Surface

1

CAB04050101

CAB04040101

2

CAB04050201

CAB04040201

1

CAB05050101

CAB05040101

2

CAB05050201

CAB05040201

1

CAB06050101

CAB06040101

2

CAB06050201

CAB06040201

1200 x 3000

1200 x 3600

1200 x 4000

Technology
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getOne SOLUTIONS

I want an interactive
solution for the classroom.
How can I getOne?
Considering the needs you and your class
may feel, we developed getOne complete
interactive solutions.

getOne i3
Project and interact with media on an
interactive whiteboard, beyond the usage of
the usual markers.

+

- iRed +
- iRed 200
- Slimline

+

- Ultra Short Throw
- Short Throw

=

- Evolution Plus Wall Mount
- Evolution Plus Mobile
- Mobile Height Fixed Stand
- Wall Mounted Set For Projector

- getOne i3

getOne L2
Guarantee a high quality interactive
experience with an Interactive LCD screen in
your classroom.

+
- Interactive LCD
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=
- Electric Stand
- Whiteboard Cabinet

- getOne L2

Technology

INTERACTIVE TABLES

Interactive Tables
Interactive Table with a 43” screen and detachable legs. Interactive frame with
highly accurate infrared multi-touch technology and embedded with latest
generation Intel processors offers the ideal interactivity for applications. Styling
the table to individual taste and preference it is possible to paint it in any
RAL colour.
For mobility, beyond having detachable legs there’s optional rubber wheels.
Interactive Tables
Size (mm)

Transp. Size (mm)

Reference

1130 x 890 x 715

1200 x 950 x 750

TA0007T

Touch Technology
Infrared
Resolution Up
1920 x 1080 (Full HD)
Format
16:9
Response Time
7-13 ms
Power
100/240V

Connectivity
4 x USB-A, 3.5mm mic, DVI, Ethernet, Wi-Fi
Operation System
Microsoft Windows 10
Multi-touch
10 touch points
Materials
Stainless Steel, Painted Steel, MDF and
Aluminium

Interactive Tables Kids
This interactive table model for children has a transport volume of
approximately 1050x700x250mm.
Designed for the young minds it has a height of 500mm and optionally it can be
sold with educational software which includes several games and learning tools.
Interactive Tables Kids
Size (mm)

Transp. Size (mm)

Reference

1130 x 620 x 715

1200 x 950 x 750

TA0007K

Touch Technology
Infrared
Resolution Up
1920 x 1080 (Full HD)
Format
16:9
Response Time
7-13 ms
Power
100/240V

Technology

Connectivity
4 x USB-A, 3.5mm mic, DVI, Ethernet, Wi-Fi
Operation System
Microsoft Windows 10
Multi-touch
10 touch points
Materials
Stainless Steel, Painted Steel, MDF and
Aluminium
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PORTABLE DEVICES
MyMaga Class II
An Educational Tablet designed for children, with the power of a laptop and
high mobility levels that you require.
CPU
Intel® Atom™ x5-Z8300
(Up to 1,84 GHz)
Memory
2G DDR3L
Connectivity
Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n BT
4.0+EDR
Storage
64GB and MMC
Sensors & Security
Accelerometer, Ambient

light sensor, e-Compass
Intel Theft Deterrent, Gyro
Screen
10.1’’ 1080 x 800 TN
Camera
Front - 2MP
Rear - 2 MP
I/O
Micro USB (OTG), Micro
SD, Audio-Mic combo jack,
Micro-HDMI, Pogo Pin

Included Software
Windows 10, Intel Education
Software and Resources,
Kodu (Microsoft Game),
mymaga Parental Control
Ruggedness
IP52 water resistence, Drop
resistant 70cm
Accesories
Stylus, Microlens, Universal
Charger (US/UK/EU)

MyMaga Class Max
Educational computer designed especially for child needs, offering the essential
elements required: safety, durability, performance and educational software.
CPU
Intel® Atom™ x5-Z8300
(Up to 1,84 GHz)
Memory
2G DDR3L
Connectivity
Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n BT
4.0+EDR
Storage
32GB and MMC

Screen
11.6’’ 1366 x 768 TN
Camera
Front - 0.3MP
I/O
Mini DC-in, 1 x USB 3.0, 1 x
USB 2.0, Micro SD, AudioMic combo jack, HDMI,
Speakers (2 x 1.1W)

Included Software
Windows 10, Intel
Education Resources,
Microsoft Games, mymaga
Parental Control
Ruggedness
Drop resistant 50cm

MyMaga Class Plus II
This hybrid computer answers to the requests made by the new world of
collaborative learning, a powerful mobile solution based on the perfect
combination of a tablet and portable computer.
CPU
Intel® Atom™ x5-Z8300
(Up to 1,84 GHz)
Memory
2G DDR3L
Connectivity
Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n BT
4.0+EDR
Storage
64GB and MMC
Sensors & Security
Accelerometer, Ambient
light sensor, e-Compass
Intel Theft Deterrent, Gyro
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Screen
10.1’’ 1366 x 768 TN
Camera
Front - 2MP
Rear - 2MP
I/O
Micro USB (OTG), Micro
SD, Audio-Mic combo jack,
Micro HDMI, Pogo Pin
Included Software
Windows 10, Intel Education
Software and Resources,
Kodu (Microsoft Game),
mymaga Parental Control

Ruggedness
IPS52 water resistance,
Drop resistant 70cm
Accesories
Stylus, Microlens, Universal
Charger (US/UK/EU)

Technology

CHARGING

Charging Station
The mobile cabinet that allows protecting,
storing and charging of your portable
computers and tablets.
The station features built-in UL/CSA-approved electrical
outlets for each laptop compartment and includes locking
doors to prevent theft and tampering. Equipped with wheels
this charging station allows easy transport of any kind of
mobile devices from room to room as needed.
The cabinet is constructed from a particle board core
bonded, resistant to scratch and stains; the high pressure
laminated powder-coated black steel is coloured in light grey.

Technology

Charging Station
Size (cm)

Capacity devices

Reference

84 x 95 x 51

32

CP0303

Mobile charging station
Allow to store 32 devices
Charge and protect devices, when not in use
Lockable
Robust structure
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SCREEN SHARING DEVICES

Wireless Share System
Enabling the wireless hub

Bi-Bright Wireless Share System joins together all resources you will need
to use during any meeting or class, providing wireless connections to
interactive displays.
Equipped with Hubing Control, our proprietary software allows you to interact
with your digital contents. Several users can connect simultaneously to the
device within the same session, using a simple and secure procedure.
Hubing Control visuals can be customized upon request.
Share and store documents by session
Screenshots
Presentations
Compatibility: Windows and Mac OS

Intowi

Transfer your desktop or smartphone screen to a
flat panel or interactive whiteboard wirelessly
Intowi offers an easy, wireless and simply plug & play solution. Based on HMDI
Miracast Dongle and Wireless Wi-Fi display adapter, it becomes possible to
share entire screens from smart devices to TV’s, monitors or projectors.
Ideal to share documents, projects and presentations making your meetings
more dynamic, efficient and productive.

Wireless Full HD resolution quality
Miracast and Airplay protocols
Compatibility: Android, iOS devices, Windows 8.1 or higher*
Plug & Play
* it may depend on the hardware and installed drivers.
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SOFTWARE
Software is being highlighted as an
educational facilitator, assisting educators
on their teaching and guidance of society’s
young minds. The required 21st century
skills are continuously being pushed to
the next level, demanding more from
students and teachers. Targeting important
areas such as collaboration, software
is supporting the quest for growth,

www.bibright.com

transforming the way we communicate,
share and learn.
Management is one other area where
software is changing traditional ways.
Helping schools to a more efficient
management, streamlining processes
and meeting needs adequate for
representatives and administrators’ daily
tasks. Parent involvement as also become

continuous and simpler as a result of
platforms that allowt the centralization of
academic information and that advocate
for an active participation of parents
and guardians. This way software ends
up linking and consolidating all the
intervenients into a community.
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SOFTWARE
COLLABORATION SOFTWARE

Hubing Notes

A simple way to note and collaborate
Designed focusing on multifunctionality and simplicity, it is possible to
annotate, create presentations, share contents and collaboration in real-time
with multiple participants.
Adaptable to various contexts, such in Education and Business, Hubing Notes
can be used in desktops as well as in interactive displays.
Download free at Hubing Notes - http://notes.hubing.solutions
Annotation - Handwriting and Text
Revealer feature that allows you to interact with your desktop
Simultaneous pages
Real-time collaboration with up to 10 users
Ergonomic and simple design

Hubing Scan

Scan your creativity
The perfect smartphone app to quickly scan your notes and ideas, smoothly
organize them and effortlessly share them with others.
Easily take pictures of documents (books, notes, receipts...) and whiteboards,
turning them into digital documents (pdf or image). The intelligent edge recognition
will quickly suggest an adequate scanning frame delimiting the relevant information.
Start to engage, collaborate, share knowledge, creativity and imagination.
Capture and Share
Organisation in different folders
Handwriting notes
Voice comments
Intelligent crop
Filters
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Software

CONTENTS

Kookie
Kookie represents the outcome of years of research and development within
the integration of new technologies in an educational context. The contents
were designed with all the scientific and pedagogic rigour by a team of teachers,
and structured according to the programme’s guidelines of the different subjects.
Available on the web, they can be used in formal and informal contexts and
in different media - computers, interactive boards and tables, tablets and
smartphones. This way, the process of knowledge acquisition becomes flexible,
dynamic and motivating, developing according to the student’s page.
Available contents
Centum Square
The Human Body
Washing Bubbies
Water Cycle

Tangram
Formulas
Animals
Periodic Table of Elements
Little Bones

Centum Square

The Human Body

Washing Bubbles

Water Cycle

Tangram

Formulas

Animals

Periodic Table of
Elements

Little Bones

Software
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EDUCATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

SEI
SEI - Integrated School System is a platform which allows schools to monitor
the entire academic process of students (from the enrolment process to their
graduation or transfer) as the daily management of the entire education process
(timetables and calendars, evaluations, summaries, attendance, curricular plans,
management indicators...).
This solution allows the centralisation of all academic information and the
improvement of pedagogic quality. It reduces costs and response times, leading
to an increase in the productivity and management of human resources.
Based on web technologies, the user can access it from any computer
connected to the Internet.
Additionally your can access the SEI’s platform through an application
designed for mobile devices.

Management

Common settings to all modules
and users

- School breaks and calendar
- Permissions
- Assessment
- Groups

Classes

School report book
- Student’s Report Book
- Pedagogic Timetable
- Summaries
- Assessment
- Classes Coordination
- Reports

Childcare

Simplicity is the watchword
- Meals Individual Reports
- School Material
- Food Management
- Accommodation
- Transportation
- Accidents
- Reports
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Users

Curricular

Users management

Educational components

- Personal data
- Register and Edit different Users
- Reports

- Academic Records
- Curricular Plan
- Courses and Classes
- Teacher Record
- Reports

Payments

Inventory

Control payments and incomes
of your institution

Automate processes and
anticipate needs

- Fees
- Discounts
- Payments Plans
- Single Payments
- Reports
- Debts
- Closing cash balance

- Proprieties
- Inventory
- Subtypes

Contents

Parents / Tutors

Repository of digital
educational resources

Take an active part in the life of
your children

- Pre-school
- First Cycle
- Preparation for Intermediate
Tests (2nd and 4th year)
- Music
- Games
- Stories

- School data
- Institutional Documentation
- Student’s Report Book

Software

CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT
School is, and must be, a place where
knowledge and creativity flow free.
Supported by educational materials and
equipment that ease communication,
collaboration and learning, knowledge
can - in an innovative and motivating
manner - encourage curiosity and the
desire to grow. Because education
does not occur only in the classroom,
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regardless of the destined area, our
solutions are designed considering
each place, functionality and intrinsic
attributes – classrooms, art rooms,
cafeterias, libraries, gyms, labs, ICT
rooms, open-air and multi-purpose
area. The purpose of these materials and
equipment is to enrich and mediate the
construction of knowledge - associating

theory and practice and contributing
to the assimilation and sedimentation
of knowledge.
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CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT
FURNITURE
Flex Chair
The Flex chair is a design piece of school furniture produced in Portugal. The
material used is high-density polypropylene. This chair was designed as a
single piece (with no components to be assembled), which provides it, with high
resistance, durability and flexibility, making it comfortable and ergonomic.
Flex chair - Red

Available colours

Age

Height Seat (cm)

Size

Reference

3-4

25

1

CHA25515

4-6

30

2

CHA30515

6 - 10

35

3

CHA35515

10 - 12

40

4

CHA40515

10 - 12

45

5

CHA45515

Combi School Table
Surface in chipboard, thermo-laminated coating. Structure made of steel
tube with a 35 or 38mm diameter; with epoxy paint and wooden edges with
polyurethane varnish. Polyamide ends.
Combi School Table

Available types
Individual table
Double table
Double with sub-top

Trapezoidal table
Semi-circular table
Circular table

Type

Size (cm)

Reference

Teacher - With 2 drawers

120 x 60 x 74

SD010101

Student - Individual

75 x 60 x 74

SD020201

Student - Double

120 x 60 x 74

SD030201

Student - With Shelf

120 x 60 x 74

SD010101

Student - Trapezoidal

60 / 120 x 60 x 74

SD020201

Student - Semi-circular

120 x 74

SD020201

Student - Circular

120 x 74

SD030201

Combi Monobloc Student’s Table
Pipe structure ø32 x 1,5 and ø25 x 1,5mm with automatic welding performed by
a robot. Epoxy paint, made after a treatment of degreasing, phosphating and
polymerization at 220º in an automatic line. Surface, seat and backrest made of
chipboard covered in thermolaminate.
Combi Monobloc Student’s Table
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Type

Size (cm)

Reference

Individual

78 x 110 x 80

SD020101

Classroom Equipment

Iron Base Cabinets
The cabinet body and its shelves are made of 0.8mm sheet steel with epoxy
paint. Two versions available - with closed and open shelves.
Iron Base Cabinets
Type

Dimensions (cm)

Reference

Base Cabinet - Open

100 x 42 x 76 (1 shelf)

AR01010101

Base Cabinet - Closed

100 x 42 x 76 (1 shelf)

AR01020201

Iron Tall Cabinets
The cabinet body and its shelves are made of 0.8mm sheet steel with epoxy
paint. Three versions available - with doors; open cabinets and a mixed model
with both closed and open shelves.
Iron Tall Cabinets
Type

Dimensions (cm)

Reference

Tall Cabinet - Open

95 x 42 x 195

AR02010601

Tall Cabinet - Open

95 x 42 x160

AR02010401

Tall Cabinet - Closed

95 x 42 x 195

AR02020601

Tall Cabinet - Closed

95 x 42 x 160

AR02020401

Mixed Cabinet

95 x 42 x 160

AR02030401

Mixed Cabinet

95 x 42 x 160

AR02030501

Mixed Cabinet

95 x 42 x 185

AR02030601

Iron Glass Cabinets
The cabinet body and its shelves are made of 0.8mm sheet steel with epoxy
paint. Top body with 1 shelf inside and glass swing doors.
Iron Glass Cabinets
Type
Glass cabinet

Glass cabinet with
trays

Classroom Equipment

Lower Body
Top body with 1 shelf
inside and sliding
doors made of
0.8mm sheet steel
Lower body with
2 shelves inside,
trays made of
polypropylene and
swingdoors made of
0.8mm sheet steel

Dimensions (cm)

Reference

80 x 42 x 160

BS2240700

100 x 42 x 160

BS2840700

100 x 42 x 185

BS2140700

100 x 42 x 185

AR03050601
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Iron Changing-Room Cabinet
Changing-room cabinet made of 0.8mm sheet steel. Fitted with hangers,
umbrella holder, drip tray, rod for towels, rod for clothes hangers and shelf.
Option of 1, 2 or 3 columns / lockers.
Standard Cabinet: Colour Ral7035 PVC handle with key.
Iron Changing-Room Cabinets
Dimensions (cm)

Nº of lockers

Reference

30 x 50 x 180

1

AR06080801

30 x 50 x 180

2

AR06090801

30 x 50 x 180

3

AR06100801

Iron Lockers
Changing-room cabinet with stacked lockers. Fitted with hangers. Option of 2,
3, 4, 6, 8, 9 or 12 lockers (in 1, 2, 3, or 4 columns).
Standard cabinet: colour RAL7035. PVC handle with key.
Iron Lockers
Dimensions (cm)

Nº of lockers

Reference

30 x 50 x 180

2

AR07110801

30 x 50 x 180

3

AR07180801

30 x 50 x 180

4

AR07120801

30 x 50 x 180

6

AR07130801

30 x 50 x 180

8

AR07190801

30 x 50 x 180

9

AR07140801

30 x 50 x 180

12

AR07150801

Iron Tool Cabinet
The cabinet body and its shelves are made of 0.8mm sheet steel with epoxy
paint. Top body with 1 shelf. Lower body with 1 shelf inside, drawers and swing
doors made of 0.8mm sheet steel.
Iron Tool Cabinets
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Dimensions (cm)

Reference

100 x 43,5 x 185

AR04050601

Classroom Equipment

Iron Filing Cabinet
Body and drawers made of sheet steel with epoxy paint finish. Set of 4 drawers,
mounted on telescopic rails with end stop. Central lock with folding key.
Drawers with 2 orders of storage and suspension of A4 folders. Ground support
using polymide levellers.
Iron Filing Cabinets
Dimensions (cm)

Reference

47 x 75 x 132

AR05070701

Combi Bench
Structure made of rectangular steel tube. Seat made of solid beech wood.
Structure with epoxy paint and wood with polyurethane varnish.
Combi Bench
Dimensions (cm)

Reference

180 x 38 x 44

CHA010101

Iron Paper Container
Structure made of sheet steel, with epoxy paint.
Iron Paper Container
Dimensions (cm)

Reference

35 x 15 x 30

AR120901

36 x 30 x 45

AR121001

Iron Hanger Strip
Structure made of sheet steel. Hangers in a steel rod without blunt edges.
Epoxy paint finish. Mounting parts not visible. 8 double hangers.
Combi Bench

Classroom Equipment

Dimensions (cm)

Reference

120 x 15

AR100701
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WRITE & DISPLAY

Extra Large Board

Made with a unique reinforced core

Infinity Frame

Extra Large Whiteboards are made with a unique reinforced core. This
core was specially designed for large dimensions and has the ability to
resist to moisture. Full length pen tray included.

Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

3000 x 1200

Ceramic

White

BS5990700

5000 x 1200

Ceramic

White

BS13790700

Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

3000 x 1200

Ceramic

White

BS5990170

5000 x 1200

Ceramic

White

BS13790170

Maya Frame

Maya Whiteboard

Classic frame fixed through the corners
Maya Whiteboards have a classic design frame and the wall mounting is easly
made through the corners. Boards with larger dimensions have additional
brackets to support the board’s length.
Several surfaces, prints and sizes available - more information on request.
Product available with full length tray and certified for Education use (ceramic
and melamine surface).
Available surfaces
Ceramic
Melamine
Lacquered Steel
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Available backgrounds
Plain
Gridded
Music Staves

Maya Whiteboard Plain Surface
Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

1500 x 1200

Ceramic

White

CR0906170

1500 x 1200

Ceramic

White

CR1006170

1800 x 1200

Ceramic

White

CR1206170

2000 x 1200

Ceramic

White

CR1406170

2400 x 1200

Ceramic

White

CR1506170

Classroom Equipment

Trio Maya Whiteboard
Space saving multi-surface dry
erase boards

- Three times the surface area
- Hide confidential or pre-prepared material
- Optional cork notice board on front faces
- Pen tray and wall fixings supplied
Product available with full length tray. The Trio
Maya Whiteboard Education is certified for
Education use.
Trio Maya Whiteboard

Available surfaces
Ceramic
Melamine
Lacquered Steel

Closed Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

1500 x 1000

Ceramic

White

TR03030207170

1800 x 1200

Ceramic

White

TR09030207170

2000 x 1000

Ceramic

White

TR05030207170

Trio Maya Whiteboard Education
Closed Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

900 x 600

Ceramic

White

TR01030207170EN

1200 x 900

Ceramic

White

TR02030207170EN

2000 x 1000

Ceramic

White

TR09030207170EN

Infinity Whiteboard for Projection

Low glare surface for projection with extra sturdiness
Infinity Whiteboard was developed with a special core that increases the
stability of the whiteboard during projection and writing, so is the optimal
solution for use with interactive projectors. The special projection surface
provides high image and writing quality.
Infinity Whiteboard for Projection

Classroom Equipment

Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

2000 x 1000

Ceramic

White

BS2240700

2000 x 1200

Ceramic

White

BS2840700

2400 x 1200

Ceramic

White

BS2140700
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Revolver Plus

Extra sturdy mobile revolving board
- Sturdy frame mounted on 4 locking castors
- Ultimate quality enamel surface in a choice of white and green
- Whiteboard surface for use with any dry erase marker
- Green surface for chalk
- Excellent cleanability with no ghosting or scratching
- Supplied with adjustable pen tray
- Rotates 360º in a horizontal axis or vertical axis
Education certified versions available: GS-TüV and NF Éducation
Revolver Plus

Available colours

Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

900 x 1200

Ceramic

White

QR4004

1200 x 900

Ceramic

White

QR3204

1500 x 1200

Ceramic

White

QR3404

1800 x 1200

Ceramic

White

QR3504

Revolver Whiteboard

Popular mobile revolving board
The mobile structures add mobility and versatility to the double faced
whiteboards. The boards have the classical Maya aluminium frame in an easy to
use revolving structure. This model is available in several surfaces that are ideal
to be used with markers (white surface) or chalk (coloured ceramic surfaces) more information upon request.
Revolver Whiteboard

Available surfaces for White model
Ceramic
Melamine
Lacquered Steel
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Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

900 x 1200

Ceramic

White

QR1004

1200 x 900

Ceramic

White

QR0204

1200 x 1200

Ceramic

White

QR0304

1500 x 1000

Ceramic

White

QR0604

1500 x 1200

Ceramic

White

QR0404

1800 x 1200

Ceramic

White

QR0504

2000 x 1000

Ceramic

White

QR0704

900 x 1200

Ceramic

White + Green

QR1013

1200 x 900

Ceramic

White + Green

QR0213

1200 x 1200

Ceramic

White + Green

QR0313

1500 x 1000

Ceramic

White + Green

QR0613

1500 x 1200

Ceramic

White + Green

QR0413

1800 x 1200

Ceramic

White + Green

QR0513

2000 x 1000

Ceramic

White + Green

QR0713

Classroom Equipment

Easy Tripod Easel

Lightweight and portable easel
Add notes and messages to the class by using the easel tripod easel. This
product is lightweight, easy to use and fits in any classroom environment.
Easy Tripod Easel
Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Details

Reference

700 x 1000

Lacquered Steel

White

with arms

EA2306046

700 x 1000

Melamine

White

without arms

EA2300045

Classic Mobile Easel

Versatile board mounted on castors
The classic mobile easel allows you to add written elements to classes, quickly
and easily. It is height-adjustable and can be moved to other rooms.
Classic Mobile Easel

Classroom Equipment

Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Details

Reference

700 x 1000

Lacquered Steel

White

with arms

EA4806176GR

700 x 1000

Lacquered Steel

White

without arms

EA4806175GR
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Schoolmate Creation Station

Versatile teaching resource for writing and drawing
The coloured frame Creation Station is double sided and height adjustable.
This easel is equipped with a functional tray to storage the drawing and
other class materials.
The mobile base facilitates the storage.
Schoolmate Creation Station
Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

1670 x 750 x 540

Melamine

White

EA49125026

1670 x 750 x 540

Lacquered Steel

White

EA49145026

Schoolmate Easel

Multicolour Structure for learning activities
The double sided easel has a stable Multicolour Structure that is ideal to be
used by children. The schoolmate easel has two storage cups for markers and
other creativity tools.
- Stable and practical
- Reinforced structure ideal for school environment
- Supplied with two storage cups
- Double sided for dual use
Schoolmate Easel
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Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

1095 x 620 x 800

Lacquered Steel

White

DKT8001866

Classroom Equipment

Schoolmate Laptop Board
Ideal for primary school activities

The laptop boards are light and sturdy, ideal to be used in junior and early
school. The double sided scratch resistant surfaces are great to be used in
class activities to drawt and as a voting tool.
Schoolmate Laptop Board
Size

Surface

Colour

Reference

A4

Lacquered Steel

White Plain + White
Gridded

MB8039866

A3

Lacquered Steel

White Plain + White
Gridded

MB8139866

Schoolmate Desktop Board
Easy to storage and versatile boards

The desktop boards are ideal to be used simultaneously by two students. They
can easily be mounted on a table and have a folding system that helps storage.
The surfaces are scratch resistant, one is gridded and the other is plain.
Schoolmate Desktop Board
Size (mm)

Surface

Reference

900 x 600

Lacquered Steel

DKT10201011

Schoolmate Wall Mount Board

Multicolour frame for décor and functionality
The wall mounted boards are available in white magnetic surface and blue felt.
They are perfect to be used in junior and early school classrooms due to the
Multicolour frames.
Schoolmate Wall Mount Board

Classroom Equipment

Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

600 x 450

Lacquered Steel

White

MB0407866

900 x 600

Lacquered Steel

White

MB0707866

600 x 450

Felt

Blue

FB0443866

900 x 600

Felt

Blue

FB0743866
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Drawing Pad

Drawing pad with bleed resistant paper
Drawing Repositionable pad with bleed resistant paper that can be used on
any clean and smooth surface. The version with cardboard structure is ideal to
use on the table due to its cardboard structure.
- Suitable for art materials: paint, crayons and markers
- Repositionable adhesive strip
- Create a gallery display
Drawing Pad
Size

Nr of sheets

Pattern

Colour

Reference

Euro

20

Plain

White

FL0326203R

Euro

50

Plain

White

FL0326202R

A1

20

Plain

White

FL0126203R

A1

40

Plain

White

FL0126201R

Euro

20

Gridded

White

FL0326303R

Euro

50

Gridded

White

FL0326302R

A1

20

Gridded

White

FL0126303R

A1

40

Gridded

White

FL0126301R

Drawing Selfstick Pad
Size (mm)

Nr of sheets

Pattern

Colour

Reference

635 x 775

30

Gridded

White

FL1226407R

635 x 775

30

Plain

White

FL1226507R

Drawing Selfstick Tabletop Pad
Size (mm)

Nr of sheets

Pattern

Colour

Reference

500 x 585

20

Plain

White

FL1426403

Maya Noticeboard

Classic aluminium framed noticeboard
-

Popular range of aluminium framed felt notice boards
Smooth felt surface available in a choice of colours
Perfect settings for enhancing your communication
Classic anodized aluminium frame
Concealed wall fixings through plastic corners
Wall fastening kit included
Certified fire retardant version available
Maya Felt Noticeboard

Available surfaces
Felt
Cork
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Available colours for Felt

Size (mm)

Surface

Colour

Reference

900 x 600

Felt

Blue

FA0343170

1200 x 900

Felt

Blue

FA0543170

1500 x 1200

Felt

Blue

FA1243170

1800 x 1200

Felt

Blue

FA2743170

2400 x 1200

Felt

Blue

FA2143170
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Enclore Display Case - Side Door
Aluminium indoor glazed case
-

Strong, secure and lightweight solution for a best selling glazed case
Lacquered steel surface
Quality and versatility at an affordable price
Strong acrylic door gives excellent visibility to displayed material
Usable internal depth: 18mm; Total depth: 35mm
Lockable and supplied with 2 keys
Certified fire retardan version available
Enclore Display Case - Side Door

Available surfaces
Felt
Lacquered Steel
Cork

Nr A4

Surface

Colour

Reference

9x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT630109150

12x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT660109150

16x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT950109150

20x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT740109150

Available colours for Felt

Enclore Display Case - Top Hinged
Aluminium indoor glazed case
Available surfaces
Felt
Lacquered Steel
Cork

Available colours for Felt

Classroom Equipment

Vertical opening, ideal for corridors
Strong, secure and lightweight solution
Lacquered steel surface
Quality and versatility at an affordable price
Strong acrylic door gives excellent visibility to displayed material
Usable internal depth: 18mm; Total depth: 35mm
Lockable and supplied with 2 keys
Enclore Display Case - Top Hinged
Nr A4

Surface

Colour

Reference

6x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT340109150

8x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT350109150

12x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT370109150

15x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT380109150

18x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT390109150
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Exhibit Display Case - Sliding Doors
Sliding doors aluminium glazed case
-

Elegant solution for displaying information
Resistant and durable
Lacquered steel surface
Sliding door system ideal for corridors and narrow spaces
5mm thick toughened glass for increased safety
Usable internal depth: 55mm; Total depth: 75mm
Lockable and supplied with 2 keys
Enclore Display Case - Sliding Doors

Available surfaces
Felt
Lacquered Steel
Cork

Available colours

Nr A4

Surface

Colour

Reference

8x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT690209160

12x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT660209160

15x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT640209160

18x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT930209160

21x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT910209160

27x

Lacquered Steel

White

VT920209160

Mastervision Display Case - Outdoor
Sealed to prevent dust and water ingress
-

Premium modern design solution for displaying information
Full-length rubber seal and steel back to prevent dust and water ingress
Metal post structure
4mm thick toughened glass for increased safety - Exterior acrylic also available
Wall mounting system doesn’t allow contact with wall preventing moisture
Lockable and supplied with 2 sets of keys
Floor fixings not included
Mastervision Display Case - Outdoor

Available surfaces
Felt
Lacquered Steel
Cork
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Available colours

Size (mm)

Nr A4

Surface

Colour

Reference

978 x 973

12x

Lacquered Steel

White

OMS370209760

1194 x 973

15x

Lacquered Steel

White

OMS380209760

1400 x 973

18x

Lacquered Steel

White

OMS390209760

Classroom Equipment

SERVICES
Education Technology should be simple
to use, ubiquitous and above all a
knowledge facilitator among students
and teachers. In order to properly reach
its potential teachers and administrators
have to fluently comprehend how to
better integrate their learning methods
with technology. A professional
development that brings together

www.bibright.com

educators and technology was called
for. The appealing of EdTech is that
existing limitations are only put by our
imagination; creativity and innovation
allow for exciting tools and methods to
appear, continuing to surprise students,
parents and teachers.
Feeding and boosting the alliance
between education and technology

will only foster student achievement.
To allow teachers, educators and
administrators focus on the above
mentioned were - additionally - developed
services to support installation and
deployment of equipment.
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SERVICES

Training

Facilitating the implementation and integration of
ICT in Education, Bi-Bright introduces a Professional
Development training dedicated to teachers and
educators.
Attending to the current identified needs, our training not
only includes the functionalities and uses of our products
and global solutions but additionally how to better
integrate different learning methods with technology.
Our training services are fully customisable to your hopes
and needs. Doing so, we intend to insure that teachers
and administrators receive necessary support to focus on
the education of the bright young minds.
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Services

Support

Guaranteeing an ongoing and continuous support, BiBright’ services provide our clients assistance throughout
their full customer experience.
Thus you can count on us still during your pre-purchase
time, where our team is available to accompany you.
Our implementation services assure the support
required during the installation and deployment of our
global solutions. In order to provide you with a smooth
experience, our implementation services still include a
troubleshooting track. For your support, manuals and
videos from our products are additionally facilitated.
Moreover, you can count with our customer service,
available 24h. Where you can speak with our team directly
for any questions or doubts.

Services
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NOTES
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